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Honeymoon Tips for Lasting
Memories and Relaxation
NewsUSA

(NU) - The headache you’ve
had for the past year planning
your wedding, inviting all the
guests and meticulously checking
to ensure your big day runs
smoothly is finally over. And, just
around the corner, you can see
your honeymoon in sight. The
last things on your mind are planning, thinking and otherwise doing anything but relaxing, right?
To ease your mind after the
chaos, the ultimate Mexican getaways are offered by The Villa
Group Resorts, complete with
Hacienda-style villas, exotic spa
treatments and palm tree-framed
views of the Pacific Ocean. You’ll
finally be able to unwind, comfortable knowing everything you
could need or want is at your fingertips.
With seven different locations
in four unique destinations including Cabo San Lucas, Puerto
Vallarta, Nuevo Vallarta and the
Sierra Madre Mountains, The Villa Group caters to a variety of interests. Each location offers
unique scenery, activities and accommodations that can make
your honeymoon exactly the way
you’ve envisioned it.
The myriad vacation options
available to newlyweds are overwhelming, but noting a few key
things will keep that headache at
bay and your relaxation level
high:
- Pick a location that appeals to
both of you. Where do you see
you two having the most fun? Secluded beaches, tranquil mountains or cobblestone streets lined
with shopping?
- Decide how you want to
spend your days. Will you lounge
poolside, taking in lagoons and
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With much of the stress that
comes before a wedding,
wouldn’t you like to know you
can relax afterward?

waterfalls, or do you want to explore the surrounding area by
horseback, canoe or bike?
- Scope out the options in hisand-her spa treatments, such as
hydrotherapy sessions, mud baths
and massages. Some resorts offer
ultra-relaxing themes, while others focus more on invigorating
treatments.
- How will you spend your
evenings? Resorts often provide
nighttime festivities, complete
with themed dining events mere
feet from your room. Or, would
you rather be near a town where
you can explore both the area’s
attractions and what the resort
provides?
Whatever type of honeymoon
you and your new spouse want,
The Villa Group Resorts offers
honeymoon packages prepared to
make your matrimony celebration a once-in-a-lifetime experience. And, with packages geared
toward wedding anniversaries,
you can go back and have that
once-in-life-time vacation all
over again.
For more information, visit
www.villagroupresorts.com.

